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Recently two meta-analyses concerning medication in acute
mania were published, one of them in Neuropsychophar-
macology (Tarr et al, 2011; Yildiz et al, 2011). Both of them
report an analysis of change vs initial severity. This kind
of analysis has already been reported by a number of
meta-analyses of medication in unipolar depression. In one
of them, the authors reported a significant relationship
between change in raw YMRS score and baseline raw YMRS
score for all treatment arms combined (Tarr et al, 2011).
However, in the second one, the authors used Hedges’ g
effect size vs baseline score as percentage of maximum,
and reported that higher baseline mania ratings predicted
greater improvement with drug but not with placebo
(Yildiz et al, 2011). The meta-analytic studies on unipolar
depression suggested that medication might not work for
mildly depressed patients and hence they should not be
prescribed, and as similar findings and conclusions seem to
emerge from the meta-analysis of acute mania trials, it
seems important to tackle again this issue.
The relation between baseline disease severity and treat-

ment effect has a generic name in the statistical literature, the
relation between change and initial value (Blomqvist, 1977),
because treatment effect is evaluated by measuring the
change of variables from their initial (baseline) values. In
psychology, it is also well known as the ‘law of initial value’
(Jin, 1992).
The use of effect size concept (Cohen’s d or Hedges’ g) is

more suitable in comparison with raw score as it controls
for the variability within studies, and maybe to some extent
for the floor and ceiling effects, which every psychometric
scale score manifests at very-low or very-high values.
Mathematical coupling occurs when ‘one variable directly

or indirectly contains the whole or part of another’ (Tu and
Gilthorpe, 2007). As change scores are the pretreatment
scores minus the post-treatment scores, they contain the
pretreatment scores. Mathematical coupling can lead to

an artificially inflated association between initial value
and change score, when correlation or regression is used
(Tu et al, 2004).
Although there is some concern that group scores are

not affected by the mathematical coupling to the extent
individual scores are, still the use of standard regres-
sion and correlation methods should be considered
inappropriate. The use of the effect size g in the y axis by
Yildiz et al protected their analysis from the mathematical
coupling effect. Thus, their results should be considered
closer to reality whereas Tarr’s should be considered
erroneous.
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